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About This Game

Buy, produce, earn, survive.

Factory Manager is a game in which you start your own production business from a scratch.

In the early stages of the game you will find out what a really bad loan is since you have not earned any trust yet. Hire your first
stuff, provide yourself with machines and do not forget about recipes, you will need them for production.

At first, it may seem that the market economy is playing dirty tricks with you, but as soon as you become more experienced
entrepreneur, you will have to play by its rules and hammer such simple terms as "demand" and "offer" into your head

Choose your own way of technology development. Potentially, your small nail factory can grow into a large carmaker or even a
factory where modern satellites are manufactured.

As you work hard your qualification and your stuff experience will grow. Labor veterans are capable of much more than green
newcomers. Use their experience for the benefit of your own business.

Be prepared for surprises: your machines can fail at the most unfortunate moment, the market conditions can change
tremendously in a matter of days, and banks can refuse to lend on acceptable terms. In bad times quality management is the only

way to save the company.
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Best music ever! This game is fun and addicting. If you don't want to play it, just keep it open and listen to it's sick beats,
otherwise this game is a 12/10 will waste my life again.. Its incredibly rare that i find a game that i can lose time on. my first
real experience with this game was in a 14 hr stretch. i've had a lot of fun with it, and i'm really looking forward to further
updates and development. this game has so much potential.

i bought this for 25 bucks, and id have to say i'm THRILLED with this price and this purchase.

THERE IS A LEARNING CURVE
i found my experience in gameplay and skimmer building very similar to the learning curve i had to overcome when i started
playing KSP. meaning, it gets scary messing around with a working ship, without understanding how things like center of
gravity, center of thrust, really work within this application. it takes some tinkering, but eventually you'll learn through operating
how different setups affect performance, speed, and stability

don't think for a second that you're going to play this with mouse and keyboard or even with an x-box controller and be
competitive.
i'm using an x-52 pro and its like it was made for it.

4-AXIS FLIGHT STICK USERS BEWARE. this game, to play correctly requires a 5th axis X-Y-Z for pitch, yaw, and roll, a
4th axis for throttle and a 5th axis for your bias between vertical and lateral thrust. this axis is absolutely required to play
competitively.

This is still LOADS OF FUN outside of vr, and its a simple enough game that i doubt most people would have an issue running
it.

As far as bugs go, i've only found a few. some minor collision and placement issues in the build mode being the only one that
was frustrating for me, really.

As of right now there are a few different aspects of the game that are never really explained to you, but you have to learn on
your own. this game does very little hand-holding and it can make the game seem harder than it really is. its challenging, but
definitely not rage quit worthy. ill be following its development closely. RRS have done an AMAZING JOB so far. GET THIS
GAME NOW.
I'd call this game a must-have for racing and sim fans alike. Great EA game
+few bugs
+great visual
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+good core gameplay

Need to be balanced and more content, for now after Chapter 1 most cases u will play shooting gallery with less than modarete
difficulty.

Way to go,Pancakes Blini! I hope u'll find sweetspot on progression curve!. Great game, highly recommended!. Could not get
the game to work correctly on Oculus Rift. No option to reset height / view and for a VR game why are we forced to use
keyboard and mouse for some of the controls when we cannot see them? - No excuses developers, very poor show.. This game
is absolutely incredible. Purchase at whatever price. This is an amazing experience that has re-done and refined essentially all
elements of combat, story and gameplay. It is well worth your time.
There are only a few story aspects from the first game that pertain to this story, so if you haven't played the first game go watch
a YouTube video explaining the story, then jump right into Adventures Of Pipi 2. I don't write reviews often, but this game was
well worth the time to spread the news! =)
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Ok the graphics are not state of the art, the ui is a bit clunky. But if you ignore this for the price this is a little gem. The dev/devs
are constantly adding content /updates and tweaks, and semm to be very receptive, the ai is pretty good .So i would recomend
this. Although I only touched the very first few minutes of the full game (played through most of the demo version before
purchasing the game though), my initial impressions are positive. The graphic can be considered nice - if you are not sick of the
"RPG maker\u201d style yet -, the music is really lovely and melodic, the writing seems pretty witty so far, with some basic
puzzles that won't hurt your brain to solve.

I have to play some more to see if the writing keeps me hooked on the long run (as the most importaint piece of every good
advanture game) and hopefully there will be more complex puzzles than at the start. I'll update my review once I finish the game
but as now, I can definitely say it is worth the - very low - price and you could do a thousand worse thing with your money than
giving this a shoot.. asuna is there in workshop

10/10. Pink: Red is imposter
Red: no u
Everyone votes pink. I'm a 911 operator now!. Best game of 2018! PUBG is NOTHING if you "compare" this masterpiece of
gem!

Must have for every true slave under the sun!
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